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THE·WHITE HOUSE 

.. WASHINGTON 

April 29, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: STU EIZENSTAT~ 
SUBJECT: Justice Speech 

My staff, together with Doug Huron of Bob Lipshutz' 
staff,has reviewed the first draft of the Justice Speech. 
I attach herewith with my remarks, a copy of that speech. 

I have the following general points about the speech: 

1) While this speech is intended to be a challenge to 
the Bar and therefore needs to be hard-hitting, it is 
overly harsh and imbalanced for a Presidential address. 
Likewise it fails to recognize the significant changes in 
the attitude of the Bar in the last decade toward greater 
willingness to represent the poor (although certainly not 
as much as is needed), greater civic responsibility and 
the like. 

2) The speech does not issue a clear challenge to the 
Bar. I would suggest a page or two at the end of the 
speech where you clearly summarize what it is you are asking 
the Bar to do -- for example, to set up local Commissions 
to develop ways to reduce delay and expense in litigation; 
to support efforts to improve access to Justice by the poor 
and the other public interest·groups; to hold down fees 
under your deceleration program and to willingly serve 
those who cannot afford higher fees by taking into 
account family circumstances in charges by developing 
non-litigation alternatives such as those proposed in 
the Pound Commission;.; to support lobby reform and ethics 
legislation; to work actively to make your merit selection 
system function and to find qualified women and minorities 
in their communities to recommend to you for selection. 

3) At the outset, to give a greater sense of balance, it 
is important to state that we do have perhaps the best 
legal and judicial system in the world. It is a system 
which guarantees a lawyer to all persons accused of 
crimes, which cloaks defendants with substantial Constitutional 
rights, which has improved legal representation for the poor 
and which has brought about massive changes in civil rights 
laws. With this predicate, you will then be in a position 
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to talk strongly about the substantial defects which still 
remain in the system -- interminable and costly delay, barriers 
to access to Justice; under-representation of substantial 
numbers of Americans; the exorbitant cost of legal representation. 

All of this having been said, it is important that this 
speech remain tough (although accurate and nonbelligerent). 
This can help add to the post-Camp David image the Administration 
is trying to evoke. 

I would suggest that you have Judge Bell review the next 
draft of this speech on Monday and provide you with comments. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

April 28, 1978 

MEMORANDUM TO THE.PRESIDENT 

FROM: 
. .,...; . 

JIM FALLOWS ~t t.-

SUBJECT: Justice Speech 

~ 
Here is a first"'draft of the spee.ch. I based it on 
extensive talks and voluminous information from Stu, 
Jane·Frank, Doug Huron, the reorganization project, and 
others, but they have not yet had a chance to go over 
this draft carefully. I suggested that if they have 
fundamental objections or comments they give.you their. 
annotated copies separately, since we have not had time 
t·o produce a consensus draft. 

You'll see that the tone is fairly tough. One constant 
theme ·from every outside person I talked with was that 
you should sound as challenging to the profession as 
you did four years ago in Georgia. I think it makes 
both political and policy sense to take this kind of 
approach. 

As you asked, I am attaching, a brief summary of the 
suggestions I received from John Gardner, Ralph Nader, . 
Jack Greenberg, Senator Kennedy, and Charles Norgan. 
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.• JFallows:4/28/78 
Second Draft 

President Williams, President-elect Taylor, 

distinguished members of bhe Los Angeles County Bar, 

ladies and gentlemen: 

I would like to begin with a quote many of you are 

familiar with, from a book published in 1852. 

"~arndyce and Jarndyce drones on. This 
scarecrow of a suit has, iri course of time, 
become .so complicated that no man alive knows -
what it means. The parties to it understand · 
it least, • • • • Innumerable children have 
been born into the cause; innumerable young 
people have married into it; innumerable old 

· people have died out of it. • • • whole families 
have inherited legendary hatreds with the suit. 
• • • - Fair wards o-f court have faded into 

-mothers and grandmothers; a long procession 
of Chancellor.s· has come in and gone out; the 
legion of bills in the suit havebeen transformed 
into mere bills -of mortality; there are not three 
.Jarndyces. le.ft upon the earth perhaps .since old 
Tom Jarndyce in despair blew his brains out at a 
coffee-house.inChancery Lane; but Jarndyce and 
Jarndyce still drag,s its dreary length before 
the court, •••• " 

That quotation comes from Bleak House, and although 

Charles Dickens was writing about a chancery suit in London, .. 

he could have been writing about a moderri antitrust suit in 

federal court. ·His subject was the same one that should 

preoccupy us now. That subject is how we can be sure that 
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our laws, our lawyers, and our legal system serve the ends .. 

of justice. 

I am not a lawyer, but there is no question that 

has concerned me more throughout my adult life than that 

of human justice. Justice means we must not aggravate 

the inequalities, the unfairness, the chance differences of 

fo·rtune that always exist among people. It means striving 

to correct that unfairness wherever possible. It means 

ensuring that all people pos'sess the basic material and 

political rights they need for full participation in the 

life of ~heir society. 

J·~ 
I grew up in a society t'ha~lacked justice, because 

of the divisions of privilege between those who owned land 

and those who did not, the divisions of power between.those 

who controlled their communities and those \vho were controlled,· 

.the wall of dis·crimination that separated blacks and whites. 

One of the moral teachings I take most seriously is 
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Reinhold Neibuhr's statement that it is the sad duty of 

politics to es·tablish justice in a sinful world. As 

;~~ 
·~~c,..,l President I have tried to· carry our nation • s .message of· 

' ~·o-""""IM 

.·bL I Al.c 
~ and hl:lrnan rights to other nations.· I am encouraged 

y our success. 

· But I worry about simple·justice here at horne • 

• 11\.k. .lu-;.,.· ~ 

·.r-r--~" 
Let me tell you abot1t some of the things that concern 

me. 

fJilsf · 
* On the last day of the administration of.Lyndon 
A 

Johnson, the government filed an anti-trust suit against 

IBM. Nine years have pas.sed; three new Administrations have 

. taken office; hundreds of millions· of dollars have been 

~ ·. 

spent on legal fees. But still the ~ is not even half 

over, ·and the judge who has supervised it for t,he last nine 

years has said that he is afraid he may die before the trial 

is completed, in which case it would start.all over.again. 

I am worried about a legal system in which . expen1:d ve talent 
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CJ4-_i4.·~ o~ 
.1 L_ :i.:s biX"QQ. tcr produces interminable delay -- because delay 
·t'O.~~ ·-~~ 

~J.~ ~~ . ·t::: 
~ _ ~:.;self often means victory for one side. l. For years t 

~~~ . 

~J none-man one-vote" 

~ 14 ~~lection was 

when the 

e courts wouldn't decide the issue J 

.~&..ea--4-
~~ .. au..-or:L 

~r-r.-
er the election was· over they would declare it moo,g 

Justice shou:ld not be forced to obey the timetables 

of those who week to q.void it. 

[' ...... \+.. SL~J . . ~ * -I ha 11e been Lhrengh t:he prisons of my S"tat:e, aBEl raJ-P . . 
·io .. ·e,~.J· I -l<now that ~ery £,;-;1tfe people inside ~; ~,....'fo(,f"'n 
~ ~~. 

afte ~ewer£nl. I know the same is true in every part of 

~"" the nation. F ewn ehildren have occaswnally been iR 

t:~~~ ,4· c41 "/)m_,A~L--~ .. 
~,c.:)~ "t;t;;QHele with the law, bnt I ltftew t:hat: t:hey would alwayfj~""7 · . · 

:rt::] IRJ~n the bene.fit of the do\lbt, while a child f.rom a 

'Ls . 
poorer background wo1:1la not. I have seen courts where 

plea-bargaining.serves the convenience of the judge and 

~ i4 .· lawyers, not the ends of justice. El<A<>" Uoat: lm.yer• who 

C;(LossPt · a; . J A. \vd:-!1 not paL the saHte eneLgy into defending a pout client 
t.t.v-k. ~ 

r.JAJ--~~r:." · .. ~d-~~~J 
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....as they would fat a wealthy person, or fo.r the chaase ... 

of a large soRt:i:Rgeat fee] I know that our system of 

trial and imprisonment too often serves the same justice 

as our· draf't did during the war in Vietnam., in that we 

sent those who- could.not get in to college or otherwise 

find a way to escape to do the fighting for the rest o-f 

us. 

* We have more lawyers in this country than anywhere 

- else -- one for every 500 Americans. That is three times. 

· more than in England, four times more than in Germany, .-

- MORE -
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21 times more than in Japan. I know we have more litigation., 

but I am not sure we have more justice. · I say plainly to 

you that no resource of talent and training in our society, 

not even medical care, is more wastefully or unfairly 

distributed than legal skills. Ninety per cent of our lawyers 

serve ten per cent of our people. We are over-lawyered, 

and under-represented. 

A+~,$ ~ 
* 8 tt:e

7 
888~,/'{ases of di';};:ce_, probate, simple 

commercial disputes turn into bitter quarrels, because of 

the excesses of an adversary legal system that often loses 

sight of justice. Mahatma Gandhi, who was a very 

successful lawyer, said of his profession that "lawyers 

will as a rule advance quarrels rather than repressing. them." 

We do not serve justice when we add hatree aae bitterness 

to our society, rather than reducing them. ~, 

Scn--u 
* In my own region of the country, I sa\v .~ la\vyers 

lead the fight for civil rights and for economic justice. 
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It is because of that enormou~ powe·r of the law, and 

of the position of great privilege that lawyers occupy 

within our society, that lawyers bear such a heavy obligation 

to serve the ends of true justice. I know that you understand . 

c.-Jr b~ ~s~.L-~4-.~ ~'-'f'U~t'j' 
these obligations)\ During the last generation, many of our.. • 1/...::!.... · 

(m:ore) 
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But I noticed that most of them did not occupy the positions 

of greatest influence and prestige within their p~ofession, 

that some of them were considered outcasts. Other lawyers 

[~ought- for years. to prevent equal justice .. {;re called 'l::aem 

~~'-~ J ~ ~~....CC~~~IlilSS~t:..iiWtl:.l1~lttii'.coll:nLGa~lL-l:L·aa~~~·r.GE€l~r~s;..,r--~'±'~a:ee~'j-,._~ss-tt'ttt:tdd-ii:t:e~dHtt:lhl'tiee:--. eC~oni~ts:r1LI:':Ir· ttua:tt::ii:-co:T.II't"t--'t:bo~., 

o....~_Jz. Hp~ J-
r~ ~aL t i-t. They were paid lavish fees by their states 

-1~~ 4., --~ ._. and heaped with honors for their effort. They knew all 

~ 

~] the maneuvers and for too long they·kept the promises of 

~ .. the Constitution from coming true. 

These are the thing.s I think about when I ·come to speak 

with lawyers. What I think about most is the enormous 

potential for good that the legal profession possesses, 

and how short of that potential it often falls. More than any 

other nation, ours was created out of respect for the law. 

We had the fir-st written Constitution; we proclaimed ourselves 

a government of laws, not of men; we put our faith in inter-

pretations of the laws to resolve our most basic disputes. 
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advances toward racial integration, pr,otection for the 

rights of the poor and the vulnerable, andprotection 

of the people agains.t g.overnment abu.se have been made by 

lawyers, through lawsuits. Your own county bar association 

has been a national leader in these efforts. 

Bu;t let me mention briefly the four areas where I 

believe the law must do more in order to serve justice: 

-- making criminal justice fairer, faster, ~· 

more sensibleja-.d.~ .~ ; 

-""" .holding the law to the highest standards of 

impartiality, honesty, and fairness; 

ensuring that access to the legal systern·does not 

depend on sheer economic power; and 

-- reducing our over-reliance on litigation. 

Our starting point in ensuring justice is to reduce 

crime, through measures that are effective but are fair to all. 
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We have learned that controlling crime will not be 

r·. 

law eftfer~ement 

If the law is to be respected, its enforcement must 

be fair. Powerful white-collar criminals, public officials 

~· kof..h.~ 1 . 

who abuse their high rank,A may damage the integrity of our 

nation in more profound.and long-lasting ways than the 

thief who steals an automobile -- but they rarely pay the 

full price for their offenses.~ """' h= 15Q£e ElidE 

\.-.Then I came to office, I announced a new set of. 

ethical standards and cbnflict-of-interest regulations 
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for those who serve in the Executive Branch. I support 

the Congress' efforts to pass n~w ~thics legislation for 

its members, but I .. have been disappointed by the attempt, 

(~ ~ed by t:lie lawyers· wag mak'i up balf tbe Co~gress-;} to exempt 
~~~At(~.,..;+~. . 

~~s"'<tlegal fees from the provisions of the e.thics bill~Jr.....~ JJf;~ 
.,1 s~~ & bJ.R ~ ~ """~ ·~ .. .f ~ . I ·. . . 

~J · Law enforcement agencies mus.t set a clear examp!le in 

their respect for the law. Recently., as the number of 

; ] /undocumented/ aliens has grown, there has been. 

a disturbing trend toward routine police harrassment of our 

Mexican-American citizens. This must stop, and my 

Administration will do what is necessary to see that it 

R (L~ J~ ~·..Ji iJil ~,tl~ll,~~· 
does. ;-soy Elii'E ekcnt al iex&·SY 7 · -· .' · 
~~~J-0-r,J~~ ~ r*~-11-.~1~ ~ Jt~. 

Our second challenge is to see that our legal system 

lives up to its noblest tradition of honesty, impartiality, 

and all people standing equal before the bar of justice. 

When I was governor of Georgia, I appointed judg.es on . 

the basis of merit alone. I am determined to do the same 
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~a1UUI~e~a~dd~¥'~B~e~eHn~s~e~t~.ee~p~i~R~· ========~~d~i~sMt~r~1~·eee~s\ The Omnibus 

Judgeship Act, which will expand the federal judiciary 

by one quarter, g.ives us a rate h:ls.toric opportunity for 

merit appointment -- and to make sure that minorities and 

women are more fairly represented on the judiciary than. 

they are today. Of the s·z 5' federal judges, only 

(W«-~ _ . ~-o-..st~~ .. ~~;;AebL_L_ 
~~ are black, and only·' · g.('pare women. ~- .· . -.-:----;;-_ 

vJ-~ ~ ft~~ ~ -ft.e_ of~~-~·~ 
~·~f4~ureft~~~. ·~ ~~ =c~ .. -... ~J::-~ 
A_ ~- Qf ff-«.. , ~ C,~..-..~-d . ~7t r~-e 
·-, Vtfp · C!__ The third challJng·,E\ is· ~g-g-ested ~;fth;" Ain~ric~!l-slr 
~~ '"'r"'W'- . L.fo-tt-y~ .· . 
~~sociation' s theme for this year -- "Access to Justice." 

You know that too often the amount of justice a person can 

g.et depends on the amount he can pay. That is not right. 

7 Eegal p:r ac Lice ought not to be a speculative businesiJ 

Competent legal talent should be available to the poorest 

at reasonable rates. 

When a poor family is cheated by a merchant, unfairly 

threatened with eviction, falsely accused of a crime, it 

. can very rarely take advan_tage of the skilled legal talent 
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at reasonable rates. In the city of New York there are 

35,000 lawyers -- one for every·. 20() people. But only 

a handful of those lawyers are available for service to the 

city's one million poor -:-- or one, for every five thousand 

poor people. That is why we 
~ ~~ ·b...-.l~~f2tl. 

are propasl.:Ri9'. 

~ the Legal Services Corporation~ _ ~ c..4- s.-c., _{) .fn:,.h·. Q~C:.., 

But, adequate legal help are beyond the reach of most of 

the middle class as well. 'The· routine services that most 

families require do not generate large fees, so·they fall 

between the cracks. One solution, which my Administration 

supports, is the expans,ion of pre-paid legal plans, such 

as those pioneered by the United Auto Workers. 

~~~ 
--i:FI: the century si nee the Amed can Ba:r Assosia.t.ion \iaS 

~ 
f.otinegd ilil tbat it bas fought innovations such as pre-paid 

legal services every step of the way. When greater 

competition has come to the legal profession, when no-fault 

systems have been adopted, \vhen lawyers have begun to 

advertise, when minimum fee schedules have been eliminated 
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in short, when.the profession has accornodated the interests 

·~ .. 

of the public -- it has done so only when ;i'bselu'Eel~ 
j\ . ' . 

·forced to. <As t:his seeond ee:a'EuFy ef 'Ehe AiA b€l~i11s ,:-the 

[~people of this country expect leadership, not~lfisg 
~·~"" 

I l 
· · · Cobs ttactionhitri] from the bar. 

I also ask that lawyers help bring their services 

within the reach of average citizens, and join the effort 

to stop inflation by following the example we have 

asked of every other group in 

(more) 
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our society and holding down ,the rise in fees. As one 

of the most privileged groups in our society, you have 

one of the greatest responsibilities. 

Full access to justice also means that groups with 

distinct interests to defend -- in civil rights, economic 

questions, environmental causes, and others -- must be 

able to defend them fully. My Administration supports 

bill*a~l empower citizens to}~·ittesent their 

interests be,fore the bar, through class action suits, , 

expanded standing to sue, and participation before federal 

agencies. 

But as we make litigation more accessible, we must 

also make the legal system lesa necessary foi the daily 

lives of most Americans. By resorting to litigation at 

the drop of a hat, by regarding·the adversary system as 

an end in itself, we have made justice more cumbersome, 

more expensive, and less equal than it ought to be. 
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This is a phenomenon more and more widely recognized 

(?l"'f'~~~ ~~ ~fU.J~) 
among the bar • .A Judge Shirley Hufstedler of Lee Angeles· 

recently said, "'It mus·t be, seriously questioned whether 

litigation is a desirable.means of attacking many of our 

socia·l ills. • • • Resort to litigation to effect social 

change has developed, not because it is the best way to 

achieve justice, but because it has. been the only way 

that is perceived to exist." 

6Ite answer, of ee\iJ:S9, 1 5 to make ettre t.sat ather 

paths to 
~-...:t~~ ~~ J.A)!el.® . 

justice do existA The Pound Conuniss_ion has 

produced ·a humber of sugg.estions for reducing l:i tigation 

including more arbitration, greater reliance on small claims 

courts, use of standardized forms of routine services, ex-' 

panded no-fault insurance programs, and experiments with 

Neighborhood Justice Centers, like the one the Los Angeles 
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My Administration supports these steps. But I 

believe that reducing litigation also requires a different 

attitude in the way we do our public business. We must 

find a way to r.emove the vested interest in over-litigation 

and delay. For every dollar a corporation pays for legal 

fees, fifty cents is paid by the public, since legal fees 

are tax-deductible. Last year corporations spent $24 billion 

on legal services -- and the $12 billion that came out'of 

other taxpayer's pockets is six times as much as we spent 

on·all federal, state, and local courts. We must ask whether 

this is the right way to conserve our legal resources, or 

to ensure justice. 

We must also try to turn the tide of regulation, 

complications, and delay in the federal government. Within· 

the last three years the Code of Federal Regulations has 

pages 
increased from 20,000 to 60,000. When regulations grow 

more complicat~d and require more interpretations, that is 
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usually because someone benefits from the complication --

and that someone is almost never the average man or woman. 

We can turn this tide .if we rely on competition instead of 

regulation wherever possible; if we insist that regulations 

be clear and simple; and if we face the simple fact that 

lawyers have a moral obligation to discharge. 

its 

matter how unpopular, has 

a right to be is right to discharge 

that duty. wyers are not also mindful of their 

larger responsibility that 

o them as officers of the court, as well as 

citizens, they will have failed morallyJ. 

Let me mention a specific, contemporary case in which 

these issues are being p1:1t :to the test -- the e.fforts to 
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reduce the complexity of our income tax code. The defects 

of that code are no accident. Its clauses and exemptions 

were placed there by lawyers hired by the interests who 

benefit from complexity. The code does not represent the 

interests of the average man and woman, who cannot take 

advantage of the provisions and pays the price for those 

who can. We are trying to re.form that code -- and the 

opposition is being led by lawyers. The responsible 

lawyer knows in his heart that this is:an indictment .of 

his profession. 

t;, · s~·· _l f.· ·· 
.. . (~. . .. M¥ tone today aae beea aaFSRu :ant it im l:liilrel:l. fer-

~""'· 
..J>. 1A.. 
· ~ · V"':""'a. reB:sutrJ Those of us who enjoy privilege and power in our 
.~-4-~ 

.Jc~~] socie,ty can be called to a harsh account for the ways that 

we are using it. Our hierarchy of privilege in this nation, 

based not on birth but on occupation, tends to insulate 

the privileged from the problems the average American faces. 
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The natural tendency for all of us is to ignore what does 

not touch us directly. The natural temptation when dealing 

with the law is to assume that whatever is legal is jus.t. 

But if our nation is to cohere, if we are to fulfill 

the promdse of our founding, if we are truly to serve the 

ends of justice, we must look beyond these comfortable 

insulations of privilege. 

I have too much respect for the potential of the law. 

to believe that that kind of leadership is beyond it •. 

I believe you understand the responsibility to serve 

justice. 

That responsibility is older than our Constitution, 

older than our Bill of Rights, older than the tradition of 

the.Common Law. 

It comes from the roots of our W.este.rn heritage, with 

the prophet Amos, who said, "Let justice roll down like 

\vaters, and righteousness like an ever-flowing stream." · . . 

. ~·()f~,~~~~·o-J~~~ 
. ~ ~ ~~ t:f::tJ-!!:£J!!ft:!~f';;:i:tttJt-~ 
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Second Draft 

President Williams, President-elect Taylor, 

distinguished members of the Los Angeles County Bar, 

ladies and gentlemen: 

I would like to begin with a quote many of you are 

familiar with, from a book published in 1852. 

"Jarndyce and Jarndyce drones on. This 
scarecrow of a suit has, in course of time, 
become so complicated that no man alive knows 
what it means. The parties to it understand 
it least, • • . • Innumerable children have 
been born into the cause; innumerable young 
people have married into it; innumerable old 
people have died out of it. • •• whole families 
have inherited legendary hatreds with the suit. 
• . • Fair wards of court have faded into 
mothers and grandmothers; a long procession 
of Chancellors ha·s come in and gone out; the 
legion of bills in the suit have been transformed 
into mere bills of mortality; there are not three 
Jarndyces. left upon the earth perhaps since old 
Tom Jarndyce in despair bl~w his brains out at a 
coffee-house in Chancery Lane; but Jarndyce and 
Jarndyce still drags its dreary length before. 
the court, •••• " 

That quotation comes from Bleak House, and although 

Charles Dickens was writing about a chancery suit in London, 

he could have been writing about a modern antitrust suit in 

federal court. His subj,ect was the same one that should 

preoccupy us now. That subject is how we can be sure that 
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our laws, our lawyers, and our legal system serve the ends 

of justice. 

I am not a lawyer, but there is no question that 

has concerned me more throughout my adult life than that 

of human justice. Jus·tice means we must not aggravate 

the inequalities, the unfairness, the chance differences of 

fortune that always exist among people. It means striving 

to correct that unfairness wherever possible. It means 

ensuring that all people possess the basic material and 

political rights they need for full participation in the 

life of their society. 

I grew up in a society that lacked justice~ because 

of the divisions of privilege between those who owned land 

and those who did not, the divisions of power between those 

who controlled their communities and those who were controlled, 

the wall of discrimination that separated blacks and whites. 

One of the moral teachings'! take most seriously is 
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Reinhold Neibuhr's statement that it is the sad duty of 

politics to establish justice in a sinful world. As 

President I have tried to carry our nation's message of 

justice and human rights to other nations. I am encouraged 

by our succes:s. 

But I worry about simple justice here at home. 

Let me tell you about some of the things that concern 

me. 

* On the last day of the administration of Lyndon 

Johnson, the government filed an anti-trust suit against 

IBM. Nine years have passed; three new Administrations have 

taken office; hundreds of millions of dollars have been 

spent on legal fees. But still the case is not even half 

over, and the judge whohas supervised it for the last nine 

years has said that he is afraid he may die before the trial 

is completed, in which case it would start all over again. 

I am worried about a legal system in which expensive talent 
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is hired to produce interminable delay -- because delay 

..-
itself often means vic.tory for one side. /_For years the 

"one-man one-vot·e" decision was delayed because when the 

election was going in the courts wouldn't decide the issueJ 

and after the election was over they would declare it moot] 

Justice should not be forced to obey the timetables 

of those who s~ek to avoid it. 

* I have been through the prisons of my state, and 

I know that very few of the people inside them are rich 

and powerful. I know the same is true in every part of 

the nation. My own children have occasionally been in 

trouble with the law, but I knew that they would always 

be given the benefit of the doubt, while a child from a 

poorer background would not.. I have seen courts where 

plea-bargaining serves the convenience of the judge and 

lawyers, not the ends of justice. I know that lawyers who 

will not put the same energy into defending a poor client 
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as they would for a wealthy person, or for the chance 

of a large contingent fee. I know that our system of 

trial and imprisonment too often serves the same justice 

as our draft did during the war in Vietnam, in that we 

sent those who could not get in to college or otherwise 

find a way to escape to do the fighting for the rest of 

us. 

* We have more lawyers in this country than anywhere 

else -- one for every 500 Americans. That is three times 

more than in England, four times more than in Germany, 

- MORE -
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21 times more than in Japan. I know we have more litigation, 

but I am not sure we have more justice. I say plainly to 

you that no resource of talent and'training in our society, 

not even medical care, is more wastefully or unfairly 

distributed than legal skills. Ninety per cent of our lawyers 

serve ten per cent of our people. We are over-lawyered, 

and under-represented. 

* I have seen cases of divorce, probate, simple 

commercial disputes turn into bitter quarrels, because of 

the excesses of an adversary legal system that often loses 

sight of justice. Mahatma Gandhi, who was a very 

successful lawyer, said of, his profession that "lawyers 

will as a rule advance quarrels rather than repressing them." 

We do not serve justice when we add hatred and bitterness 

to our society, rather than reducing them. 

* In my own region of the country, I saw many lawyers 

lead the fight for civil rights and for economic justice. 
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It is because of that enormous power of the law, and 

of the position of great privilege that lawyers occupy 

within our society, that lawyers bear such a heavy obligation 

to serve the ends of true justice. I know that you understand 

these obligations. During the last generation, many of our ... 

(more) 
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But I noticed that most of them did not occupy the positions 

of greatest influence and prestige within their profession, 

that some of them were considered outcasts. Other lawyers 

fought for years, to prevent equal justice. We called them 

Constitutional lawyers. They studied the Constitution to 

thwart it. They were paid lavish fees by their states 

and heaped with honors for their effort. They knew all 

the maneuvers and for too long they kept the promises of 

the Constitution from coming true. 

These are the things I think about when I come to speak 

with lawyers. What I think about most is the enormous 

potential for good that the legal profession possesses, 

and how short of that potential it often falls. More than any 

other nation, ours was created out of respect for the law. 

We had the first written Constitution; we proclaimed ourselves 

a government of laws, not of men; we put our faith in inter-

pretations of the laws to resolve our most basic disputes. 
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advances toward racial integration, protection for the 

rights of the poor and the vulnerable, and protection 

of the people against government abuse have been made by 

lawyers, through lawsuits. Your own county bar association 

has been a national leader in these efforts. 

But let me mention briefly the four areas where I 

believe the law must do more in order to serve justice: 

-- making criminal justice fairer, faster, and 

more sensible; 

-- holding the law to the highest standards of 

impartiality, honesty, and fairness; 

ensuring that access to the legal system does not 

depend on sheer economic power; and 

-~ reducing our over-reliance on litigation. 

Our starting point in ensuring justice is to reduce 

crime, through measures that are effective but are fair to all. 
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We have learned that controlling crime will not be 

quick or easy, and that states and cities will take the 

lead. But the federal government ~s doing its part through 

streamlining the criminal code, Land working with the court 

system to reduce the delay that sends repeat offenders out 

on the streets again to commit further crimes~7 Soon I 

will announce plans to streamline and retarget the programs 

of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and to 

reorganize the 110 Federal agencies that now deal with 

law enforcement. 

If the law is to be respected, its enforcement must 

be fair. Powerful white-collar criminals, public officials 

who abuse their high rank, may damage the integrity of our 

nation in more profound and long-lasting ways than the 

thief who steals an automobile -- but they rarely pay the 

full price for their offenses. We must be sure that 

corruption in high places does not pay. 

When I came to office, I announced a new set of 

ethical standards and conflict-of-interest regulations 
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for those who serve in the Executive Branch. I support 

the Congress' e.fforts to pass new ethics legislation for 

its members, but I have been disappointed by the ,ab"Cemp,t, 

led by the lawyers who make up half the Congress, to exempt 

legal fees from the provisions of the ethics bill. 

Law enforcement agencies must set a clear example in 

their respect for the law. Recently, as the number of 

illegal /undocumented/ aliens has grown, there has been 

a disturbing trend toward routine police harrassment of our 

Mexican-American citizens. This must stop, and my 

Administration will do what is necessary to see that it 

does. /-Say more about aliens?_7 

Our second challenge is to see that our legal system 

lives up to its noblest tradition of honesty, impartiality, 

and all people standing equal before the bar of justice. 

When I was governo;r of Georgia, I appointed judges on 

the basis of merit alone. I am determined to do the same 

with the federal judiciary. Merit selection panels have 
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already been set up in districts. The Omnibus 

Judgeship Act, which will expand the federal judiciary 

by one quarter, gives us a rate historic opportunity for 

merit appointment -- and to make sure that minorities and 

women are more fairly represented on the judiciary than 

they are today. Of the federal judges, only 

20 (?) are black, and only'4 (?) are women. Those 

figures will change. 

The third challenge is suggested by the American Bar 

Association's theme for this year -- "Access to Justice." 

You know that too often the amount of justice a person can 

get depends on the amount he can pay. That is not right. 

Legal practice ought not to be a speculative business. 

Competent legal talent should be available to the poorest 

at reasonable rates. 

When a poor family is cheated by a merchant, unfairly 

threatened with eviction, falsely accused of a crime, it 

can very rarely take advantage of the skilled legal talent 
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at reasonable rates. In the city of New York there are 

35,000 lawyers -- one for every 200 people. But only 

a handful of those lawyers are available for service to the 

city's one million poor -- or one for every five thousand 

poor people. That is why we are proposing 

for the Legal Services Corporation. 

But, ~dequate legal help are beyond the reach of most of 

the middle class as well. The routine services that most 

families require do not generate large fees, so they fall 

between the cracks. One solution, which my Administration 

supports, is the expansion of pre-paid legal plans, such 

as those pioneeredby the United Auto Workers. 

One of the greatest failings of the organized bar 

in the century since the American Bar Association was 

founded is that it has fought innovations such as pre-paid 

legal services every step of the way. When greater 

competition has come to the legal profession, when no-fault 

systems have been adopted, when lawyers have begun to 

advertise, when minimum fee schedules have been eliminated --
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in short, when the profession has accomodated the interests 

of the public -- it has done so only when absolutely 

forced to. As this second century of the ABA begins, the 

people of this country expect leadership, not selfish 

obstructionism, from the bar. 

I also ask that lawyers help bring their services 

within the reach of average citizens, and join the effort 

to stop inflation by following the example we have 

asked of every other group in 

(more) 
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our society and holding down the rise in fees. As one 

of the most privileged groups in our society, you have 

one of the greatest responsibilities. 

Full access to justice also means that groups with 

distinct interests to defend -- in civil rights, economic 

questions, environmental causes, and others -- must be 

able to de.fend them fully. My Administration supports 

bills that will empower citizens to represent their 

interests before the bar, through class action suits, 

expanded standing to sue, and participation before federal 

agencies. 

But as we make litigation more accessible, we must 

also make the legal system less necessary for the daily 

lives of most Americans. By resorting to litigation at 

the drop of a hat, by regarding the adversary system as 

an end in itself, we have made justice more cumbersome, 

more expensive, and less equal than it ought to be. 
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This is a phenomenon more and more widely recognized 

among the bar. Judge Shirley Hufstedler of Los Angeles 

recently said, "It must be seriously questioned whether 

litigation is a desirable means of attacking many of our 

social ills. • •. Resort to litigation to effect social 

change has developed, not because it is the best way to 

achieve justice, but because it has been the only way 

that is perceived to exist." 

One answer, of course, is to make sure that other 

paths to justice do exist. The Pound Commission has 

produced a number of suggestions for reducing litigation --

including more arbitration, greater reliance on small claims 

courts, use of standardized forms of routine services, ex-

panded no-fault insurance programs, and experiments with 

Neighborhood Justice Centers, like the one the Los Angeles 

County Bar has supported here. 
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My Administration supports these steps. But I 

believe that reducing litigation also requires a different 

attitude in the way we do our public business. We must 

find a way to remove the vested interest in over-litigation 

and delay. For every dollar a corporation pays for legal 

fees, fifty cents is paid by the public, since legal fees 

are tax-deductible. Last year corporations spent $24 billion 

on legal services -- and the $12 billion that came out of 

other taxpayer's pockets is six times as much as we spent 

on all federal, state, and local courts. We must ask whether 

this is the right way to conserve our legal resources, or 

to ensure justice. 

We must also try to turn the tide of regulation, 

complications, an~ delay in the federal government. Within 

the last three years the Code of Federal Regulations has 

pages 
increased f·rom· 20,000 to 60,000. When regulations grow 

more complicated and require more interpretations, that is 
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usually because someone benefits from the complication 

and that someone is almost never the average man or woman. 

We can turn this tide if we rely on competition instead of 

regulation wherever possible; if we insist that regulations 

be clear and simple; and if we face the simple fact that 

lawyers have a moral obligation to discharge. 

The world "moral" does not fit easily into the 

adversary system of justice, which prides i.tself on its 

dispassion. The adversary system is the basis of our 

legal process. Every interest, no matter how unpopular, has 

a right to be represented, and the bar is right to discharge 

that duty. But if lawyers are not also mindful of their 

larger responsibility for justice, a responsibility that 

belongs to them as officers of the court, as well as 

American citizens, they will have failed morally. 

Let me mention a specific, contemporary case in which 

these issues are being put to the tes.t .-- the e.fforts to 
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reduce the complexity of our income tax code.. The defects 

· of that code are no accident. Its clauses and .exemptions 

were placed there by lawyers hired by the interests who 

benefit from complexity. The code does not represent the 

interests of th.e average man and woman, who cannot take 

advantage of the provisions and pays the price for those 

who can. We are trying to reform that code -- and the 

opposition is being led by lawyers. The responsible 

lawyer knows in his heart that this is an indictment of 

his profession. 

My tone today has been harsh. But it is harsh for 

a reason. Those of us who enjoy privilege and power in our 

society can be called to a harsh account for the ways that 

we are using it. Our hierarchy of privilege in this nation, 

based not on birth but on occupation, tends to insulate 

the privileged from the.problems the average American faces. 
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The natural tendency for all .of us is to ignore what does 

not touch us directly. The natural temptation when dealing 

with the law is to assume that whatever is legal is just. 

But if our nation is to cohere, if we are to fulfill 

the promQse of our founding, if we are truly to serve the 

ends of justice, we must look beyond these comfortable 

insulations of privilege. 

I have too much respect for the potential of the law 

to believe that that kind of leadership is beyond it. 

I believe you understand the responsibility to serve 

justice. 

That responsibil.i ty is older than our Constitution, 

older than our Bill of Rights, older than the tradition of 

the Common Law. 

It comes from the roots of our Western heritage, with 

the prophet Amos, who said, "Let justice roll down like 

waters, and righteousness like an ever-flowing stream." 

# # # 
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AND 1 WANT TO MAKE GOVERNMENT MORE EFFECTIVE BY ESTABLISHING 

CLEARER ASSIGNMENTS OF RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY. --
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AND WE NEED TO PUT MORE MERIT BACK IN THE MERIT SYSTEM. 
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11\ST YEAR, ALL BUT A FEW ·MUNflREB FEDERAL EMPLOYEES GOT THE FIILL PAY 
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OVER THE YEARS, OUR GOVERNMENT HAS BECDr~E lNCREASINGLY MUSCLEBOUND 

IF GOVERNf1ENT CANNOT DELIVER THE SERVICES IT IS SUPPOSED TO 

PROVIDE -- IF IT CANNOT RESPOND 10 THE NEEElS OF THE PEOPLE -- THE 

RESULT WILL BE A LOSS OF CONFIDENCE IN THE ABILITY OF P.EOPLE·, THROUGH -- ....,..,.. 

OUR DB·10CRATIC SYSTErtOF GOVERNMENT, TO DETERM'INE THEIR OWR FUTURE. -
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ITS PURPOSE IS NOT JUST NEW PROGRAr·1S OR ADDITIONAL FUNDING~ ,.....---

BUR U1PROVING THE RESULTS OF EXISTING EFFORTS. -
PORTLANU IS A GOOD EXAMPLE OF \~HAT CAN BE ACCDr·1PLISHED THROUGH -

THIS SORT OF COOPERATION. 

UNDER THE ABLE LEADERSHIP OF MAYOR GOLDSCHMIDT AND GOVERNOR STRAUB~ 

THE STATE AN'D CITY GOVERNMENTS~ BUSINESS AND LABOR~ AND COMMUNITY GROUPS -
HAVE BEEN WORKING WITH THE ECONDr·UC DEVELOP~1ENT ADMIN'ISTRATION TO DEVELOP 

"-~ -

A FAR-R~ACH lNG ECONQf·UC tNVESTMENT STRATEGY FOR PORTLAND • 
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THIS EVENIN'G I Ar~ PLEASED TO BE ABLE TO ANNOUNCE sor,1E SPECIFIC., AND - -
SUBSTANTU\L., FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR OUR JOINT EFFORTS •. 
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THROUGH THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPME~NT ADMINISTRATION., $12 ~1ILLION W·ILL BE 

PROVIDED DURING THE NEXT 18 MONTHS TO STRENGTHEN PORTLAND'S ECONOMY AND TO ---
CREATE 6.,000 PRIVATE JOBS. 
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THE FIRST PH_t\SE WILL REVITALIZE THE NORTHWEST INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT 

BY H1PROVING. ROAD ACCESS AND OTHER FACILITIES •. 
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EDA WILL P-ROVIDE ABOUT $2.·5 MILLION FOR THlS -- ABOUT TWO-THIRDS 

OF THE TOTAL COST. 

THE SECOND PHASE WILL IMPROVE SWAN ISLAND INDUSTRIAL PARt I I I I 

DEVELOP OTHER INDUSTRIAL FACltiTlES; ..... AND ESTABLlS~ A REVOLVING t.OAN - -
FUND FOR BUSINESS EXPANSION. 

IT WILL START IN THE C0~1ING FISCAL YEAR AND WILL INCLUDE .---... . . ·- . 

$9 I 6 MILLION: IN FEDERAL . FUNDS I 
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OUR URBAN POLICIES AND ASSISTANCE ARE NOT RESTRICTED-TO THE 

LARGEST OR MOST DISTRESSED CITIES. 

WE RECOGNIZE THAT PRESERVlN.G THE SPECIAL VALUES OF URBAN., 

SUBURBAN., AN:D RURAL LIFE DEPENDS ON REALIZING HOW INTERDEPENDENT THEY ARE. 

IN THIS SPIRIT., EDA HAS ·BEEN WORKING .WITH TO\~NS AND COMMUNITIES -,,J 
11Ut6H~ OREGON ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS INVOLVING FISHING 

~ -- . 

INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT., TOURISM AND RECREATION., AND LIGHT INDUSTRIAL PARK -
DEVELOPr1ENT -- ALt OF WHICH INVOLVE AN: OVERALL EDA INVESTMENT OF .ABOUT 

$7 ~1ILLION I 
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You IN PORTLAND ARE DEr-10NSTRATING ~IHAT ~I STRmlGLY BELIEVE ---· 
THAT A COOPERATIVE PARTNERSHIP Ar·10NG FEDERAL., STATE., AND LOCAL ...... ...... . - -
GOVERNr·1ENTS AND PRIVATE BUSINESS IS THE BEST WAY TO GENERATE THE 

.l. 

. ' 

= .• ·•· 

ND JOB OPPORTUNITIES OUR {0Mf·1UNITIES NEED. 
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Tntngs 

Lithography • Letterpress • Typesetting • Screen Process • Publications • Indexing 
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SPoKANE To~m flEETING 

r1Av sJ EJ73 

AU10ST 2QO YEA~S /\GOJ COnGRESS VOTED TO PUT TI1E :JEl·/ Cl\PlTAL Or aun 

il'\Tl.OFl niGHT .~T \·Jill\T .~T TIL~T TI~1E \~!AS THE COU~HRY'S GEOGR~PHIC CE:lTEr1~ 

BUT EVEn THEflJ W\SH I~'lGTon n I c I sEH1ED Fl\R A~~JAY To sanE oF ouR 

CITIZE~JS I IF YOU LIVED UJ S0:·1E REr10TE AREA -- GEORGlAJ FOrt EXAf1PLE --

IT lOOK D,~YS OF HA~n TRj~VEL TO GO TO TilE flE\·J C.,PITl\L OR EVErl TO SH!D ,~ 

LETTEU TUERE~ 

(--OVER--) <THE SHEER sIZE OF OUR I I I I) 
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TI-lE snEER SIZE OF OUR COUNTRY TODAY UOULD .~rT~ZE TilE FOWlDiilG 
•· -

FA HIERS~ 

. \t~SHHJGTmt, D.C._, IS ~!0 LONGER AT TilE CHJTER. IT'S \t~Y OVER TO -
o:~E SIDE OF OUR ~-1/\T Em -- S0~1E PEOPLE f1I GHT S!\Y THE \'!rtOf~IG SIDE. - -

TECWWLOGY H/\S RE:DUCED D I STAilCES. NO ft~ TTEn ~!II ERE \~E LIVE_, WE -
CAil: TALl< ~HTH El\CH OTHEH HITHHt SECONDS AND VISIT HITH E.~CH OHlER -- -
HITH I;:J HOURS I -

(--NE\'J PAGE--)(STILL., ~·JASHlNGTON., D.C. II I I.) 
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STILL., WASHINGTON~ D.C.~ IS 2~500 r1ILES FRDr1 \~,n.SHiNGTON STATE--

AND IT CAN STILL SEE~1 DISTANT AND REMOTE •. 

ONE OF THE REASQN~ I RAN FOR PRESIDENT WAS BECAUSE·I THOUGHT I COULD -
HELP REDUCE THAT SENSE OF 'REMOTENESS. THIS TRIP IS PART OF THAT EFFORT • 

:~. _____. : .. · . . , ·' 

I'VE COME HER~· TO. THE GREAT NORTHWEST TO TALK ABOUT THE r10ST. - -
PRESSING I:SSUES WE FACE -- AND TO tiSTEi~ TO WHAT YOU HAVE TO SAY .ABOUT -
THOSE ISSUES I WE MAVE MUCH TO i Dl scuss -- AND l1UCH TO DO I - -

(--OVER--)(ONE OF THOSE ISS:UES IS INFLAT,ION~ I I I) 
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ONE OF lHOSE ISSUES IS INFLATION~· 'WHICH H~RTS EVERY FAtULY Ii~ OUR -- -
COUNTRY. 

THIS IS PERHAPS THE THOUGHEST Dot,EST I C PROBLEM NE FACE.. THERE 

ARE NO EASY ANSWERS TO IT. -
IT'S GOING TO TAKE Tir1E .ANU INGENUITY TO BEGIN TO BRU~G INFLATION - - -

UNDER CONTROL., AND IT'S ALSO GOING TO TAKE SOf~E SACRIFICE PROf1 US ALL. -

(--NEW PAGE--)(l'M TAKING THE LEAD,,,,). 
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I 'r·1 TAKING THE LEAD THROUG~~ A SERIES OF ACTIONS -- Ii'lCLUOH~G - ---
HOLDING DOWN FEDERAL PAY lNCREASES·ANB WASTEFUL SPENDING, WORKING FOR 

LEGISLATION TO CONTAIN HOSPITAL COSTS, AND TO REDUCE UNNECESSARY ---
. GOVERNMENT REGULATION, AS IN THE AIRLINE INOUSTRY . 

. BUT ALL OF US NEED TO ~JORK TOGETHER IN A SPIRIT THAT PUTS THIE -
NATIONAL INTEREST ABOVE NARROWER CONCERNS. -

(--OVER--) (ANOTHER PROBLEM Is GETTING I I I ••• ) 
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ANOTHER PROBLEr·1 IS GETTING OUR GOVERNMENT TO \~ORK BElTER. 

THIS IS ESPECIALLY H1PORTANT TO YOU IN THE NORTH~JEST, ~JHERE THE 

H1P/\CT OF FEDERAL ACTIOilS IS FELT SO DIRECTLY HI~ YOUR LIVES. 

THE MOST Ir1PORT.~fH STEP ~IE CA~~ TAKE. IN THAT DIRECTION IS FOR -
. CON'GRESS TO PASS LEG ISLA Tim~ TO REFORr·1 ANB STREAMLINE THE CI'VlL SERVICE, 

SO THAT THERE ARE INCENTIVES FOR W\HD ~IORK ANI!) EFFICIENTY AaD -
DISINCENTIVES FOR LAZINESS AND INEFFICIENCY. 

' ~·~: . 
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(A THIRD KEY JSSUE IS ENERGY ••• )· 
(--NEW PAGE--){Iy Jf 1'337 'Q ?T:SAR,,i,) 
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A THIRD KEY ISSUE IS ENERGY. -
THE $45 BILLtON A YEAR ~IE SEND ABROAD FOR Ir1PORTEH OIL IS A CAUSE - -

OF BOTH UNEMPLOYMENT AND INFLATION HERE AT HDr1E. 

I'VE TALKED A LOT ON THIS TRIP ABOUT ENERGY ANn OUR NEED TO 

CONSERVE AND PRODUCE f10RE OF IT J I I I Ir1PORT LESS OF IT J I I I AND DEVELOP 

ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF IT -- SUCH AS THE MANY EXCITING NEW SOLAR 

TECHNOLOGIES. 

-
(--OVER--)(DEALING WITH OUR ENERGY •••• ) 
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DEALING WITH OUR ENERGY PROBLE~1S IN A SERIOUS WAY IS ·GOING TO BE 

TOUGH AND IT'S GOING TO BE POLITICALLY DIFFICULT. BOT IT'S ABSOLUTELY -
ESSENTIAL FOR THE FUTURE OF OUR NATION. -

IN THE PAST FIFTEEN MONTHS rw ADrUN'ISTRATION. AND THE CONGRESS -
HAVE BEGUN TO TACKLE THESE AND MANY OTHER DIFFICULT PROBLEr1S -- PROBLEMS ---
THAT WERE OFTEN NEGLECTED BEFORE I TOOK OFFICE. -

(--NEW PAGE--)(I'VE COME HERE TO SEEK .•••. ) 
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I'VE CDr·1E HERE TO SEEK YOUR SUPPORT FOR THE PROGRAr1S AND POLICIES 

I THINK ARE rJEEDED~ 
~ 

- - -
HUT EQUALLY H1PORTAr'~lT 1. i HAVE COME TO LISTEN -- TO RENEW AND - - -

DEMONSTRATE THE CLOSENESS AND RESPONSIVENESS Th!AT I BELIEVE MUST EXIST 

BET\·IEEN THE PEOPLE AND GOVERNr·1ENT OF A DEr~OCRATIC SOCIETY 1 -

. \~~-· . 
·"::;\ 

NOW l' LL BE GLAD TO RESPOND TO YOUR QUEST I mlS 1 -
./..~ 
(',· 
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' GOVERNOR'S INTERFAITH BREAKFAST 

This breakfas.t has been in existence for approximately 

10 years. Governor Lamm broadened the Scope by including 

all religions, not just Christi~n. 

It is open to the public at $1.00 per seat. Other 

costs are funded by business, civic, media and church 

organizations. They expect 1500-2000 people. 

The theme of this year's breakfast is taken from an 

American Indian coll.ection of sayings called Touch the Earth., 

Speakers will generally focus on man and his earthly 

surroundings --- his relationship to nature. 

On the dais will be: 

Governor and Mrs. Lamm 
Dr. James Emerson, Co-chair of Breakfast 

tPresbyterian Minister} 
Rabbi Stanley Wagner 
Bishop George R~ Evans - Co-chair 
Rev. Arthur Miller 
Ms. Debbie Nozawa 

Mayor McNichols of Denver 

-, : ~-: . 
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. -ITS. PURPOSE-. IS NOT-JUST NEW PROGRAr1s OR-ADPJTJQN~h~--~u-~-~~~~~G, 1, :.!:j it· ·:\ 

1

' 

• ' . I : ' I i 1i r~.--~:~~~--:(!f r: r 
BUR rr1PRoviNG THE REsuLTs oF ExisTING EFFORTs. · I; . 1 .. : ~,~~~ · ·: r!: t: ~·::I: 

I : I ,. li! I. i \.·!. :t I i' 

PORTLAND IS A GOOD EXAMPLE OF WHAT CAN BE ACCO~~LISHIED f.H,Rdi~~Hi1!i;l1 i 
I I ~ I ! ,I i ; I ,.I ; Ill[ I . . 

TH~S SORT OF COOPERATION. ._ . --.- . . . · i, :) !1:[ ·.. ~~~~~i~~ :') 
. . I ' . I :I 'I . 'I ':11'11 • : i . ! I~ ! ; : I : • i I L . ! . I . 

UNDER THE ABLE LEADERSHIP. OF MAYOR GOLDSCHMIDT AND· GpVERNOR .~ 
1

',, .·1 

· THE STATE AND CITY GOVERNMENTS, BUSINEss AND LABOR, ~n co~~u~jiTY! ~~: 11 ~ '. : 

. .I I I 1: I I[ I II . ' ' 

HAVE BEEN WORKING wITH IHE EcoNOMIc DEVELOPMENt ADMINIIsTRAJ~ I o~1 
iT_ o; 

1

DEV_.·_ .. : \_:_ 
1 

:. ,_

1

_ .. 
I i ' i i ! . : ' 1 i'll I· Iii 1 

A fAR-REACHING ~CONOMIC INVESTMENT STRATEGY FOR PORT~ND. . .IT I ill ::: :,;,., : 
J· ! . II j: ., i', I I 

( .: I' I, .. 

___________ ___, ___ ;-.-~EW ___ e.8.Gt;_::)JJHl.~-·i·E.~Ei 1)N~./~,,., ... ,, .. ·"'!'~ ,.,,j,.,,.,.."."'ii•' . . . ·. .. . . ' ' I' . .·: . i·l .. li l : . .1! : 
, i· :!· · IIi i 
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BY U1PROVING ROAD ACCESS AND OTHER FACILITIES. 



',,• 

.i EDA WILL PROVIDE ABOUT $2.5. MILLION FOR THIS -~ ABOUT T,WO-THIRDS' i i:l: 
: : i ! II d I I I' I I ~I;' I I I' ,II: 

OF THE~ TOT_A_ L. -c-osT· -· -- ·--=----------- ~--- - -- -- - -- -~ --- ~- -~- --- if ; I f 1 : I · .. :.:;!. !:;rl.! ) ,Ill 
. . I ' .. - - [--- .. I [. ~ ' I I,' I Iiiii I ' 1',.'1111 

' II ·-" I I Ill' II· ' I I . ··-ljL ,, '1'1 

THE SECOND PHASE WILL lf1PROVE SWAN ISlAND INDUSTRIAJ PAI~T; .. ~~~~·) ! 1 !'ji~J':f'i il: 
I 1 

I llr' I I· 11'1'111' '
1

" 

I 
I ! : I,· ·1! lrr:: Iii 

I il'1' ' l· 1
l!r1 '1:.:1 

DEVELOP OTHER INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES; •••• AND ESJABLIS~ !A R1VOlfN~ IL~t~lill t111l 

FUND FOR BUSINESS EXPANSION. . . . I: . I 1\:. :: . !11
1ii!li! ~ill: 

I I I p ; ' I: ·l!i11i 1 1' Ill, 

IT WILL START IN THE COMING FISCAL Y~AR AND WI~l. !NtLU~~' ' :: II! ~~~~~~~i 1( 'l1i!J: 
I Ill' I ' ["' I I I· I \ I II I 'I I 

' 'j I' .·'•I,H·i II; 

$9.6 MILLION lN FEDERAL- FUNDS. · . ' i, i· . : ·: r~1'i!.ii1. ,: I Ill':<; I ' ~: i i ·,!1' ~ : i I J,: .II···: ' ' . ' 'II i ~ I 
' . I ~I ' I' ' I 

. I I ' ' I 111'1 i 
. (--NEW PAGE--) (OUR URBAN POLICIES • • [lti) 
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iJr<~S I DENT , __ r :-ii\W CARTER 

P~~T~~~~ NEWS Cci~F~~E~~~ 0PE~i~ci STATEMENT 
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f~1AXH1UM OF EFFICIENCY. 



. REGION THAN OF PERHAPS ANY OTHER. 
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SINCE SO MANY CRITICAL DECISIONS ARE MADE IN WASH
1

,INGTON 1.\tLI AND , : 11·:.~:!. :\,l,! 
I ·I I 'I I I 

' -·.-- .. --- --- ·----- . - _· ·- - -- ----. I''- I :i:! l 1 'i, i·li 
WASHINGTON. IS PHYSICALLY REMOTE FROM TH~ WEST ,.- THE. RESP01si1irEs1 ~rli:!~~i':l 
GOVERNMENT DEPENDS TO AN EXCEPTIONAL DEGREE ON OUR AB~LITYI TO !!~EA~N YQW,R.·:;:; 

. • . • • 1 • ' .' .:1 ·r.; ' '.' ~ .. · / ··I·! 1 11!11: •1. ~.: 1· ' ' I I I ,, ' I ' II 'I'' "I 'I ~ : . : I . II ·: i . : . I I' .. I I ; i 'I ! I~.· • 
11 

NEEDS AND GIVE THEM FULL AND FAIR CONSIDERATION. i ,· If iiF it1

1

1 1).·1'11~~~~1·.::.; .• 
1

1

1

[ 

. . . I I I ;! II I' I~' i ·• .II; .. !I 

. j II :: !: I I I' II lil! \1 'I 

A GOVERNMENT WHOSE CAPITAL IS A WHOLE CONTINENT AWAY! HA~ !. TO ~E 
1

, ! ~~~rr : !: ! 
• 1• 1 , I' ', 1/lr•JI• ~~~ 

THAT ~lUCH MORE ALERT AND RESPONSIVE AND 'COMPETENT. .· i -] · · ! ~~ !1.'!111; ) 
I I ' I I •11,,1'1, I I' 

I ; .: ' i I< ,I, 11111111: ' I 

I I' I ' I I it,ll:' I 

I • i ' 1 1' ' i 1 
: ~~~~~~~~I ' : 

II I' ! : ::1'11[11 
' I ~ ', 1 i 111' fl 1 

! f I jlij 1 •1 '., 

(--NEW PAGE--) CTwo MONTHS AGO ·• • .: I lilt!'.; ,· 
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TWO MONTHS AGO I SUBMITTED TO THE CONGRESS A CO~~~REHlNSii~~ 

OF REFORM -FOR·_-THE CIVfl SERVI~CE. - -- --- - c-----------~-----+~~ -:-~-:~~---f\.i . __ ) . : 

MY AIM HAS BEEN TO CLEAR A PATH FOR THE HONEST, 'i1 HARDJOR~!Iit~G,'. bN_~ . . . . . ' i i lq: i' ; I :II ·I; . . , :. 1.,, 1. · , 
. . . . . . . i : i :: 1

: i ·.if .. 

INDUSTRIOUS CIVIL SERVANT~· AND TO GIVE HIM. OR HER THE !TOOL~ Tq: :GElJHE 
. . . ~- i :I . ;r ;i lj i : 

. .. : . . I .• , I !J .. i d li l 
r, . . . . . I . : ; , !i -•. ! ! ; : i:l i \~ ; 

JOB DOi~E I .. i ! . i : ' '! ·, .. !: :_.: I . 
. i : . ; I · iJ :- :· r1i· i: 

' !.. . :: :· ;. ill: '!! 

1 ~JANT TO REWARD COMPETENCE AND D~DICATION.. ·1; ~! __ : L: . iff, 
i ! iII i ·!j I~''' 

. . ··. - . I . i · !
1

!: ; ::: :!·i: 
1 WANT TO CLEAR OUT THE )NCDr·1PETEN.CE AND UNRESPQNSIV~NES~ i:T~~p :1: 

1 

. . . . . .. . . ; . ! . I. ;,.:: \ 11!, ,·, 

CHEAT THE Ai1ERICAN TAXPAYER AND GIVE ALL GOVERNMENT A IBA_D NAME'.·!' I 1l: ·'' 
. ' . . I I .. i i I . ", I 

! I i · i ' :: ',1. 
I·. l !I' I 

1 :: i 11. · 
. . • • . I I. i I: 

· .~ --qVER-- !._<ANn I ·wANT rq 1 MAK,~ • i ~! .. 
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. . WE NEED TO PUT THE WORK ETHIc BACK IN PUBLIc S~RVI CE I 
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AND WE NEED TO PUT MORE MERIT BACK IN THE ~1ERI~ SYSJ
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WE ARE TRYING TO. DO ·THAT -- IN A WAY THAT HONO,RS AND P~OWJS! liilf ! 
EVERY FEDERAL EMPLOYEE'S RIGHTS, WHILE 'GIV;NG MANAGE~S TH~ A~THOR\~~~~~~-' 
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--- PRESIDENT .JIM~1Y CARTER 
. - . - . . . . --- - - - - . . ·- .. 

SPOKANE TIIVERFRONT PARK REMARKS 
n,\v s.; 197.:3 

GOVER;JQ~ RAY., SEN:\ TOR fl'\GNUSmL GOVERr~OR EVANS OF IDt~HO., HUO IS tHTU 

l\;tnRUS., SECRETAi1Y BERGLA;m., ,;1m F~IEf~DS: 

IT IS GOOD TO RETURI~ TO SPOKA:'JE TODAY. I FIRST Cl\flE TO SPOKAf~E 

Ll a\Y OF 1~74 ·~mE;l I p,~RTICIP~~TED hl THE HOrtLil F;~Irt'S "GEORGI/\ DAY." 

C--oVER::) Ulv FRIEND ToM f-oLEY • • • ) 
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rw FRIEND TDr1 FOLEY THINKS THE HJLA;·m EHPIRE IS .~r-J AnERIC/\~l 

'JERSI Or! OF THE GARDE f.!. OF EDErL AND AS I LOOKED OUT OVER THE RICH 

' · .. ; 
:: 

2 

AGRICULTURAL LAND AS I FLD'i IN THIS HORNING~ I CAr,J SEE tlHAT f:JE t1E;~ilS. 

YOU'RE LUCKY TO BE REPRESENTED BY A r)1AN LIKE TDr·1 FOLEY. 

IN THE LAST YEAR A~m A HALF I I 'VE LEARrJED \1HY HE's. m~E oF THE r~1osT 

RESPECTED r·1EN IN THE NAT:IOI~'S CAPITAL. 

(--NEW PAGE--)(IN MANY AREASJ '· I ,) 
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IN nmJY AREAS·)· BUT ESPECIALLY FARfl POLICY . ." HIE ST;\iJDS FOR RESPO~JSIBLE . 

SOLUTIOI1S THAT PROTECT THE INTERESTS OF FARr1ERS Aim OF ALL Af·lERICANS. 

THIS PARK IS AN ACHIEVEr-lE~T THAT tWULD HAKE ANY CITY PROUD. 

YOU SHOULD ALSO BE PROUD OF YOUR' SEilAT0!1J ~JARRE~J f·1AGNUSD;L FOR 

THE ESSE~~TlAL ROLE HE PLAYED IN BRI~~.GHlG THIS PA~K !:~TO BEING. 

AS ALL OF YOU KNDriJ IT HAS SEJATOR f-t'-\3flUSO:J :rJHU E;(PL/\I rJED TO T:~E 

FEDE;~AL GOVERIV'1ENT THE If:1FORH\i·KE OF THIS F~CILITY TO YOUR BE:\'JllfUL 

CITY ArJ.D I-IELPED TO. OBTAHJ FEDERAL GRl\rHS TO i~ID H~ TTS cm~STRUCTIO:L 
I 

s--qv~H-- >. _(.~s ~HAl RMAN qF TH~ I I ') 
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AS CUAIRr·lArJ OF TI1E t\PPROPRIATIONS C0r.1f·UTTEE A~~D SODrl~TQ~BE 

PRESIDHJT PRO TEf.1 OF THE SEr~ATE .. r1AGGIE IS IN AN: EXCELLENT POSITI0;1 

TO CONTHJUE HIS FINE WORK FOR SPOKANE AND THE REST OF t1ASHINGTm~ STATE. 

HE IS mJE OF OUR GREATEST SENATORS AND I RESPECT HU1 VERY MUCH. 

SHJCE THE DAYS ·~'IHBN I WAS A STATE LEGISLATOR lN GEORGIA .. I HAVE 

UIWERSTOOD THE SPECIAL NEED TO PROHOTE ENVIRONf1BHAL AND HISTORICAL 

_( --N:EW PAGE--) _(THIs Is A PLACE I I I) 
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THIS IS A PLACE OF LASTiilG VALUE THAT lS ALSO AN ECO~JOfliC BOO~l 

TO YOUR ENTIRE REGION. 

I Af·1 GLAD THAT TilE FEDERAL GOVERNI·'lHlT HAS BEEN ABLE TO JOH~ THE 

ST,~TE GOVERI'lflLH .. THE CITY OF SPOKANE., AND .BUSH~ESS UHERES1S LIKE THE 

BURLINGTOi1 i•JORTHERr'l H.~ILROAD ;\ND THE mnm~ P.'\CIFIC L~~JD RES~UHCE3 

To <"'Q r.,l\:'l'{ ncooLE V l'lf'"\1 I' L I I 

~--OV~R--} ~RIV~RFRONT PARK ALSO SHOWS ••• ) 
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RIVERFRONT PARI< ALSO SHottS VERY CtEARLY HH,~T CAr~ BE ·ACCDr1PLlSHED 

1 a URBA;J REDEVELOPHENT I 

YOU HAVE TRAi~SFORHED AN AREA THAT \iAS DECLI~JHJG -- HU\T \~AS FAR 

SHORT OF ITS PORTENTIAL -- INTO ONE OF THE NATION'S r·10ST INNOVATIVE A:m 

REFRESHIIJG URBAN SEliTIHGS. 

I HAVE PROPOSED AS PART OF f·1Y ALlflnUSTl1ATiml'S NEH URBAN POLICY A 

$15QfULLIGlJ URBA:l .PARK ·A;m RECREATIDrl: PROGRAr-1 t1HlCH CAN nAI<E POSSIBLE 
• . •. · It -~ . . . . . ' . ; 

OTHE~ PARK~ LIKE YOUR BEAUTIFUL mJE HERE 1 
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AND IT ALSO SHot·ls: IrJ A SYf.lBOLlC t~AY·.· THE CO~JTgJUJ~JG REL~TIOi~SHIP 

BET\~EEN ENERGY AI~D THE ENVlRONf1E:~T I 

;,10ST or- THE FEDERAL SHARE THAT HELPED BUILD THIS PARK CAflE FROH OUR 

tE.~SE ;{EVE!··tUEs FROf1 oit 1\HD ·GAS PRonucrimJ o~J: THE our;::~ co~nr;JEHAL SHELF I 

f·1Y AD!U~USTft\TION IS COr1rUTTED TO TBE BELlE!: TJUH iJE Ct~l~ r.JEET OUR 

UAT I ~J;J 'S E~lErt3Y NEEDS A;·m CO:JTI :tUE TO PROTECT .~;~n ErJI~ArJCE OUR I RREPLACE,~BLE 

<--oVER--) <As THOSE oF vou WHO HAVE I I ~. I) 

.· ·. . . .. _ .. _.,. 
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AS THOSE OF YOU HHO HAVE COf·1E OVER FROrl C 1 OEUR n 1 i~LENE IOJO'd 

FIRST-H;~rm .. WE HAVEH~ CECIL AimRUS A SECRET.~RY OF HHERIOR \iHO IS DEEPLY 

l~rm PERSD;JALL Y DEVOTED TO THAT GOAL 

IN THE FIFTEEN r~orHHS SINCE I BECAf.1E PRESIDEIH .. rw ADf·llrHSTRATIO~:J 

A:·m THE cm~GRESS HAVE BEGUN TO TACKLE THE f·10ST DIFFICULT PROBLEf1S 

FACIIJG OUR COUNTRY I 

I'VE COME HERE TO LISTEN TO THE PEOPLE OF THIS RE&IO~ AND TO ASK 

YOUR HELP· FOR THE PROGRAf·1S. Ar-m POLICIES ~·JE :1-JEED. 

; 

~ . .' : 

,' .. · .. · ,',;. 
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(--NEW PAGE--)(To SOLVE) - ~ ~ . ·- . . .. 
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TO SOLVE THE PROBLEMS OF OUR DECADE~ WE 11WST RECAPTURE WHAT IS JEST 

IN OMR NATIOfJAL SPIRIT. 

\~E NUST BE WILLING TO PUT ASIDE REGIONAL UIFFERENCES. 

WE f·1UST BE WILLING TO PUT ASIDE OUR SPE>CIAL INTERESTS FOR THE 

·GEr~E~L GOOD. 
. ; •.·• ~· ~·· . · .. ~ : r , . '. 

• ' . ....- •• ,_cJ t;._·\~· r _,,. ··-: 

· ··WE f.1UST .BE \HLLlNG TO f1AKE SACRIFICES SO THAT OTHERS WILL FOLLOW 

OUR LEAD. .I 

... • ... -.:.. :·' ': (-OVER-)(BECAUSE I AM CONFIDENT •• ) 
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BECAUSE I A~1 CONFIDENT THAT OUR fMTION IS READY FOR THAT I<IND fJ 

CHALLEWE -- AND BECAWSE WE HAVE ··m· AI TERNATIVE BUT TO FACE OUR 
. ' 

PROBLEMS -- I HAVE ASKED THE CONGRESS AND THE PEOPLE TO WORK WITH ME 

IN' T~E AREAS OF GREATEST CHALLENGE:. 

-- Oi~ ENERGY J 'WE MUST ACT TO CONSERVE AND PRODUCE MOREJ H1PORT LESSJ 

A~m DEVELOP ALTERNATIVE SOURCES. 

-- ON INfWION WE _MU.S:HffiRK TOGETIIER IN. A SPIRlf OF-GOOPERJ\tiON 

(--NEW_ PAGE--) - .. ~ ~ .. 
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-- ON INFLATimJ1

., WE NUST WORK TOGETHER ·JN· A ~PTRIT OF 

COOPERATlON AND RESTRAINT TO SLOW THE~RISING COSTS THAT THREATEN 

THE ECONOf;UC SECURITY AND WELL-BEING OF THE AMERICAN FAr1ILY. 

IT IS HERE THAT OUR GREATEST CHALLENGE MAY COME. 

WE CANNOf DEFEAT INFLATION WITHOUT COMf~ON SACRIFICE AND 

cor,lM I Tr·1ENT BY us ALL. 

-\, .· 
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(--OVER--) (ON CIVIL SERVICE.a.) 
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_.-oN CIVIL SERVICE., I NEED YOUR SUPPORT TO HELP PASS MY REFORr·1S 

AND BRING MORE EFFICIENCY AND INCENTIVE INTO THE BLOATED FEDERAL 

BUREAUCRACY. 

, - -HERE IN THE WEST~ AS WELL AS ELSENHERE~ \~E MUSTINPROVE OUR 

ABILITY TO PROlECT THE NATURAL ENVIR0Nf~1ENT WHILE f~AINTAINING ECOI~Dr.UC 

GRO\ffH AND BEVELOPr·1ENT. 

··.·· . 

. J·. : 

., 
·, 

.... · 

Vttw (l*''/ . , 
(--8¥ER -)(NONE OF THIS IS GOING TO) 
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NONE OF THIS IS GOING TO BE EASY., AND I DON'T PRETEND TH,~T 

AaY OF US HAS ALL THE ANSWERS. 

BUT l DO I<NmfTMAT OUR REACTION TO THESE CHALLEN.GES WILL BE THE 

MEASURE BY WHICH WE \HLL BE JUDGED BY FUTURE GENERATIONS. 

THE cm~GRESS AND THE ADr1IN.ISTRAT10rl CAN ONLY DO SO f·1UCH. 

WE CAll NEVER SUCCEED \~ lTHOUT BROAD PUBLIC SUPPORT. 

(--OVER--)(UE NEEDTHE CONFIDENCE ••• )· 
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conMITr·1ENT OF THE Ar·1ERI CAN PEOPLE I 

WE ·NEED IT IN \~ASH lNGTotL D I c I ~ AND \~E NEED IT IN ~lASH I NGTOIJ 

STATE -- AND I KNOW ~·JE CAN FIND IT I 

THIS PARTflERSHIP W·ILL HELP TO REALIZE THE TRUE GREATNESS 

OF OUR NATION I 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

.1:W.I :FREiiDEI! BAS SEEN • 

............ THE WHITE HOUS,E. -~ 
WASHINGTON 

May 4, 1978 

THE PRESIDENT 

RICHARD HARDEN 

Office of Administration Status 
Report for March and April 

In general we continue to make good progress. We have been able to 
reduce our overall employment from the 179 originally transferred in 
to '163 by an aggressive out-placement program. Our 1979 appr.o
priation has cleared the House Subcommittee, and there appears to 
be no problem in that regard. The ne.wsleUer continues to receive 
good re·sponse. 

The new EOP accounting system is about 80% operational. It is simi:tar 
in conce,pt to the accounting system we developed in Georgia and will 
provide the agency managers with monthly financial statements. We 
are also working with the Treasury Department to as<sume- responsibility 
for operation ·of the sys.tem and, there1by, make it availa.ble for other 
agencie·s on a more general purpose basis. 

In regard to the new personnel payroll system, we are currently running 
parallel tests and anticipate being fully operational by June 1st. This 
system was developed completely by the Treasury Department and is 
currently being used by several other Federal agencies. The Personnel 
Office. has also developed an orientation program for all new EOP em
ployees, and we anticipate the first ses;sion beginning early ne:x:.t month. 

The Operations Division has recently iss·ued a new telephone book that 
provide.s a complete alphabetical listing of em,ployees within the EOP. 
We had the Navy Publications p.nd Printing Se-rvice conduct a study of 
the printing ope,ration and anticipate making some savings in that area. 
We have also continued to work toward improving the mes-senger service. 

In the data processing area we have developed and issued a preliminary 
RFP on the new computer system for the EOP. Alta.ched is a brie-f 
description of the system as we currently visualize it. We anticipate 
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the final RFP being issued in July. Hopefully, we will have the new 
equipment in by the first of the year~ · Since the equipment is being ob
tained on a fully competitive basis, we anticipate significant savings. 
We have obtained a small mini-computer and are. modifying the way 
OMB 370-155 is operating to meet our immediate data processing needs. 
We continue to work on a variety of applications within the complex. 

We are still looking for a woman to head up the Information Services 
Division. The White House Reference Center continues to get good use. 
The joint project between NASA and Census to use the NASA technology 
for presenting the Census information is progressing along quite well. 
We will be having a demonstration here within the complex sometime 
around the .middle of June. We are also working on several other 
projects to improve the flow of information between the various agencies 
and the individuals here within the EOP. 

In surnrnary, I feel that the new Office of Administration is making quite 
good progress. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Attachment 

! 
i 
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EYES ONLY 

'" THE CHAIRMAN OF 'THE 
COUNCIL,OF' ECONOMIC ADVISERS 

WASHINGTON 

May 3, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

From: 

Subject: 

Charlie Schultze g ~- • · 

Producer Price Index for April (the old 
"wholesale price index") 

Thursday at 9:00a.m., the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
will issue the April index for producer prices. It will 
show the following increases: 

Total finished goods 
• consumer foods 
• other finished goods 

Intermed·iate , goods 
Crude materials 

• foodstuffs and feedstuffs 
• other 

1.3% 
1.9 
1.0 
0.5 
2.5 
3.7 
0.9 

The farm and food price increase -had- been ·tmpec-tedo·- · -·- · 
·~-~ l.. p.erccnt inerease·-·:i:!r-£-i-ni-shed goods outside of food 

.i:a:- unm..tpeetedly baa news. Incred±bly-, howevcE" r a ver-y- ~arge 
part_ of_ t:.b.n_ r..is.e_ was_ caused- b¥. a more them 3 0 percent increase 
in jewelry'pricesJ Without that rise, the total index would 
t-..a.YC--I:'i3e&-0-.·9- pereent and the nonfood finished goods 0~"6 · 
percent. 

Xn the BLS index, "jewelry• is represented by three 
items:--· ·a- -1-&-·kerat-birthstone ring and two i1:ents of costUI'Iie 
jewelry. The price of the birthstone ring went up by 50 
to 60 percent and this translates into a 0.4 percent 
increase in the entire finished goods index! BLS will 
stress , this point in the press .release. 

The food inflation continues to be serious. Since the 
da.w -c£ ·-the·.:p~=5l.lJ::\r"'ey...:·~-(m..id-April) , farm prices have 
stabi 1 i 2Pd and grains. have £.allen. But even i:f farm· 
prices stabilize, this will not give relief on the food 
price front for awhile. The increase in nonrood prices, 
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______ __...outside of jewelry, at a 7 percent annual-r~'te-for-April and 

a 6-1/2 percent rate for the f.irst four months of the year, 
does not show significant acceleration. 

1 
Note for Jody Powell: (suggested response) 

1. Food price inflation continues to be serious. It 
could continue for a few months, but should then ease 
off. 

2. Outside of foods, the overall price increase would 
have been much less sharp, except for tbe effect of 
a huge rise in one item of jewelry that BLS prices 
for its index. Outside of j.ewelry, - pr.ices for nonfood 
item::: ·-at· -wholeaa±e have ~ontinued to rise at about a 
6-1/2 percent annual rate since the beginning .of the 
year. 

3. Even though the rate of price increase in the.past 
few months is not likely to conti-nue·, · ·t:...~se· ·statistics· 
underline once again the importance of making the 
President's anti-inflationary program work. The. 
sharp burst of food prices has been added to a 
stubborn 6-1/2 percent ·inflation rate in the rest 
of the economy. ~e have to bring that rate down. 
We will always-be subject to occasional sharp fluc
tuations in volatile prices like farm and food products. 
If we can bring down the rate of inflation in the rest 
of the economy the burden of such occasional episodes 
will be much less severe. 
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April 28, 1978 

President Jimmy Carter: 

Welcome to Oregon again! 

(So3) 378-6035 

It is a great disappointment to 
me that I am unable to greet you and to be 
present at your press conference. 

I am in Reno at Judicial College 
for a three-week "job training" program, 
which was a commitment made some months ago. 

You will receive a warm and friendly 
reception here, and I am sure it will be 
mutually beneficial to Oregon citizens and 
your administration. 

Sincerely, 

~--
BETTY ROBERTS 

BR:do 
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